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Why are we concerned about the structure 
of solar installations of roofs?
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�There has never been a structural failure 
of a solar installation.

�Solar installers have been doing this for 
decades.

�Municipalities are picking on solar 
installers.



Examples of installations we saw when we 
first started asking for plans
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�Supports for racking systems spaced at 10 
feet.

�¾” lags screwed through rafters and truss 
chords.

�No site visit by the installer prior to 
permitting.

The contractors were not recognizing the 
need to pay attention to the structure under 
their installations.



What happened when plans were asked for 
on all installations?
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�Panic

�Confusion

�Fighting back

�Going “overboard” on design



Advantages of plan review and permitting:
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�Levels playing field

�Creates a minimum level of expectation

�Helps the installer to be viewed as a 
professional



Solar ABC’s Expedited Solar Permit 
Process:
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�Two criteria

�5 lb/ft2 system dead load

�45 lb / attachment

A typical system runs 3 – 5 lb/ft2

For a 3 lb/ft2 system this translates to 
an attachment grid of 3.8 feet.



Items to look for on structural submittals:
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Item #1: Loads

�Weight of equipment (dead load)

�Snow and wind loads



Two methods recognized for determining 
snow and wind loads
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�Wisconsin UDC code

�ASCE 7-05



Wisconsin code
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�Snow load:
30 psf (can be reduced for roofs of 7:12 pitch or 
greater)

�Wind load:
The code has no language addressing wind 
load down force

Roofs shall withstand a pressure of at least 20 
pounds per square foot acting upward normal 
to the roof surface. SPS 321.27 (3)a.



ASCE 7-05
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�Snow load:
30 psf ground snow load
Roof snow load = Cs(0.7CeCtIpg)

�Wind load:
Two choices 
1. Components and cladding

p=qh[(GCp) – (Gcpi)]

2. Solid signs
p=qhGCfAs
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Item #2: Concentrated Loads
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Items to look for on structural submittals:

ASCE 7-05 section 4.3 “Unless otherwise specified, the indicated 

concentration shall be assumed to be uniformly distributed over an area 2.5 ft 

square and shall be located so as to produce the maximum load effects in 

structural members.”



Wisconsin code example 5:12 pitch roof
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�Dead load:
The applicant should 
include a cut sheet for the 
panel used.  This needs to 
include the size and weight 
of panels.



Wisconsin code example 5:12 pitch roof
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Slope Multiply by

1:12 1.00

2:12 1.01

3:12 1.03

3.5:12 1.04

4:12 1.05

5:12 1.08

6:12 1.12

7:12 1.16

8:12 1.20

9:12 1.25

10:12 1.30

11:12 1.38

12:12 1.41

13:12 1.47

14:12 1.54

As the solar panels are tilted up the load to the roof per unit area increases.  

To get the load per unit area for a panel divide the weight of the panel by 

the area of the panel then multiple by the proper factor.

For this example:

Area of panel = 39.5 in x 59 in / 144 in/sqft = 16.2 sqft

Load to support = 47 lb / (16.2 sqft x 1.08) = 2.7 lb/sf

Tributary area is 30 sf so load on support is 81 pounds

Weight of the rack adds a small amount to this.  The 

conservative installer will add the rack load.



Wisconsin code example 5:12 pitch roof
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�Snow load:
30 psf

The dimension for distances on a roof must be 

multiplied by the following factors to get the 

horizontal distance on a rafter or truss.

Slope Multiply by

1:12 1.00

2:12 0.99

3:12 0.97

3.5:12 0.96

4:12 0.95

5:12 0.92

6:12 0.89

7:12 0.86

8:12 0.83

9:12 0.80

10:12 0.77

11:12 0.74

12:12 0.71

13:12 0.68

14:12 0.65

For this example: 

Snow to a support = 10 ft x 3 ft x 0.92 x 30 psf = 828 lb



ASCE 7-05 example 5:12 pitch roof
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Figure out all of the factors and go through all of the calculations then submit all 

of the documentation or



Items to look for on structural submittals:
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Item #2: Plans

�Layout plan on roof

�Structural section



Items to look for on structural submittals:
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Item #3: Structural Calculation
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Include any modifications needed
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